Time to think outside the box? Prothrombin time, international normalised ratio, international sensitivity index, mean normal prothrombin time and measurement of uncertainty: a novel approach to standardisation.
The prothrombin time (PT) assay is the most clinically ordered coagulation test, and most often used for monitoring of vitamin K antagonist therapy (e.g., warfarin), where results are expressed as an international normalised ratio (INR). The INR is in essence the patient's PT 'mathematically adjusted' to a standardised value taking into account the peculiarities of the test system as defined by an ISI (international sensitivity index) and MNPT (mean normal prothrombin time). Although some manufacturers provide assigned ISI values for specific PT reagents and instrumentation, it is still recommended practice that laboratories check or validate these ISIs, as well as estimate the MNPT. Where an ISI is not provided by a manufacturer, the laboratory needs to estimate its own value. Current recommendations suggest the use of commercial reference-plasma calibration sets, but there is limited information on the performance of these in the field. We report a comparative study that assessed the utility of three such commercial calibration plasma sets, used as recommended, as well as alternate or supplementary procedures for estimation of ISI and MNPT. The latter included one novel approach using comparative data of 'existing' versus 'replacement' reagent, as well as assessment of external quality assurance data. Although MNPT value estimates were not grossly disparate, a wide variety of ISI values (e.g., 1.12-1.30 for our primary instrument) was obtained with the different plasma sets. Because of the above, further verification checks are required prior to acceptance of ISI and MNPT estimates generated from commercial plasma calibration sets. We also provide some recommendations regarding the process of standardisation of INR testing.